Acc. No. 729  Classification  Location

Identification  Dates

Accession form description:

Tank Records

Correspondence and reports from Ford Motor Co. Controller's office for entire tank program. The J. P. Obrien files. Includes files on public relations, administrative files, training programs, legal files of contracts, etc. Tank history data, Tank plant fire data, finance, traffic, pricing and quality control aspects of the tank program. 1951-1954.

Appraisal annotation:

Tank records. 10 transfer cases. Letters and reports, controller's office files; contracts, records of entire tank production record. Quality control, etc. 1951-54.

From inventory: scope and chief categories:

Last box No.

Data obtained from examination of the records (Whose? Chief functions or subject areas with approximate percentage of each):

Additional processing indicated and label status:

Information value: (Readily usable? Record of use. Approach through footnotes in books. Appraisers' opinion):